Name _____Lynn Prince_________ Faculty Assignment ____Composition Learning Outcomes Assessment______________

Note: Please take a moment to review the letter you received from the Office of the Provost. That letter describes your faculty assignment in detail. As you complete this document, please refer to the specific tasks that you were asked to complete.

Section 1: Report of Accomplishments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Accomplishments</th>
<th>List and briefly describe the most significant impact of your accomplishments.</th>
<th>List and briefly describe any barriers you encountered.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composition Learning Outcomes Assessment</td>
<td>Taking part in the LOA for a second summer was a good experience. It was well organized (trainings, dates, and materials) and I was able to complete my tasks successfully and on time.</td>
<td>The LOA itself is an accomplishment. The English Department has the system in place. Following through year after year with this form of assessment is going to give the college an accurate and authentic view of what our students are able to accomplish after exiting each level of composition courses.</td>
<td>I wanted to make sure that none of the essays were plagiarized, so I did the work on paper first instead of doing it online one at a time. This enabled me to go back and make any changes if needed. I used the paper rubrics and read all the essays online. When I had completed all the essays, I entered the scores online. The online work went well and was easy to use, but I needed to use paper first.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Section 2 – Reflect on your EOL/Release work this semester and respond to the three items below.

| Please list and describe no more than three activities or accomplishments that went particularly well. | 1. **Training:** The training was well-organized and helpful. Even though this was my second year working with LOA, the training still was valuable for conversations and norming of rubric expectations and evaluation. The second reader and I had excellent discussions and found 80% or higher agreement. I also appreciate the comradery and professionalism of my English Department colleagues. We had excellent discussion, relationship building and idea exchange.  
2. **Online work:** Efforts were in place to conserve paper and make the LOA reporting easier and more efficient. All the essays were online for easy reading, and scoring was also recorded online. I was able to add individual notes for each essay. I did the initial scoring on paper, but then put everything in detail online. This was a good improvement for LOA.  
3. **Comprehensive View of EN97 Exiting Essays:** The consistency of the process gave me a second year advantage to see the growth of EN097 writers. I kept detailed notes for every essay and this can be easily viewed online. I noted common strengths, but more importantly common weaknesses. The EN097 course can address more specific common weaknesses within our classes; I refer to these as FAC (Focus Area Corrections). |

| Please list and describe how your particular efforts could have been better supported. | I was well supported; people were in constant contact and all went well. |

| Please use this space to document any other concerns, suggestions, or comments. | The common assignment of a “research paper” for LOA is in place for 100, 101 and 102. Currently, the required assignment for 097 is a Summary & Response. Because of the wide variation in essay products, I had to grade without a common assignment in mind for the second year in a row. It would make more sense and flow with the other composition LOA assignments to make the 097 common assignment an exemplification (examples essay) or simple “proving a point” essay with two outside sources. This would not be an argument, but a simple, supported thesis. The current rubric would not have to be changed, and results would be more reliable. If the summary and response assignment continues as the outcome piece, the rubric needs to change to reflect it accurately. I would not recommend that. It makes more sense, is more consistent and reliable to have the LOA assignment exemplification for 097.  
I had another excellent experience with the LOA. I would definitely participate in this important work again. |
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